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Abstract
The occurrence of natural and man-made disasters usually leads to significant
social and economic disruption, as well as high numbers of casualties. Such
occurrences are difficult to predict due to the huge number of parameters with
mutual interdependencies which need to be investigated to provide reliable predictive capabilities. In this work, we present high-Performance Emergent Rescue Management e-System (PERMS ), an efficient rescue route planning scheme
operating within a high-performance emergent rescue management system for
vehicles based on the mobile cloud computing paradigm. More specifically, an
emergency rescue planning problem (ERRP) is investigated as a multiple travelling salesman problem (MTSP), as well as a novel phased heuristic rescue route
planning scheme. This consists of an obstacle constraints and task of equal
division-based K-means++ clustering algorithm (OT-K-means++), which is
more suitable for clustering victims in disaster environments, and a glow-worm
swarm optimisation algorithm based on chaotic initialisation (GSOCI), which
provides the appropriate rescue route for each vehicle. A prototype is developed
to evaluate the performance of this proposed approach, which demonstrates a
better performance compared to other well-known and widely used algorithms.
As demonstrated by the validation process, our approach enhances the accuracy and convergence speed for solving the emergency rescue planning problem.
Furthermore, it shortens the length and time of the rescue route, and it leads to
reasonable and balanced allocation of emergency rescue tasks, whilst achieving
the overall efficient rescue process. More specifically, by considering scenarios
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with 200 victims, compared with K-means and K-means++, OT-K-means++
reduces the time cost of clustering by 9.52% and 17.39% respectively, and reduces the number of iterations by 11.11% and 15.78% respectively. Compared
with ACO or GA, GSOCI reduces the length of rescue route by 9.81% and
16.36% respectively, and reduces the time of rescue by 4.35% and 15.38% respectively.
Keywords: Emergency rescue planning, K-means++ clustering algorithm,
Chaotic search, Glow-worm swarm optimisation

1. Highlights
• The occurrence of disasters is difficult to predict and they have serious
and often deadly implications.
• In this article, the PERMS route planning scheme is introduced and implemented based on a mobile cloud computing platform to facilitate the
interaction between mobile terminals and cloud-based applications. More
specifically, mobile terminals provide their location and other information
to the cloud, and the cloud pushes to them up-to-date disaster information and then provides the personalised rescue route for each individual
mobile terminal.
• As part of PERMS, an obstacle constraints and task of equal divisionbased K-means++ clustering algorithm (OT-K-means++) is proposed,
which can cluster victims to be rescued into more uniformly balanced
sets.
• A glow-worm swarm optimisation algorithm based on chaotic initialisation (GSOCI) is also introduced, which utilises Chebyshev mapping to
initialise the glow-worms to improve the quality of initial distribution and
population diversity. Finally, complete 2-opt (C2Opt) is utilised for local
adjustment and optimisation to improve the convergence speed.
• Both the accuracy and the convergence rate are improved, and the rescue
cost are reduced. The system can help the emergency processing departments to achieve high rescue efficiency.
2. Introduction
The occurrence of disasters is difficult to predict and mitigate in advance [1],
[2], [3], [4]. In recent years, serious disasters have happened, causing significant
loss of lives and substantial economic consequences [5], [6], [7]. For example,
the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, occurred in 2011 off the eastern coast of Japan
caused a devastating tsunami that killed several thousands of people and triggered the nuclear disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi power plant. More than 10
million victims needed to be rescued immediately [11]. In 2015, a xylene facility
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leaked oil and caught fire at the Tenglong Aromatic Hydrocarbon Ltd. in the
Zhangzhou City, China affecting over 11,000 local residents [12].
According to [13], in an earthquake, the survival rate of trapped victims can be
up to 99%, if they are rescued within half an hour. However, if they are found
after 24 hours, their survival rate would drop to 81%. As a consequence, rapid
and efficient route planning for rescue vehicles is crucial when disasters occur
and it has drawn increasing attention from governments, academia and industry
around the world [8], [9], [10].
In order to efficiently solve the Emergency Rescue Planning Problem (ERRP),
the following factors need to be considered:
1. When a disaster happens, it is necessary to cluster the victims in the
affected area according to their locations to improve the rescue efficiency.
However, if they are randomly located, this is likely to be a complex task.
2. During the above process, environmental factors should be taken into account to identify potentially dangerous areas. In fact, both the routes
distance and safety of rescue vehicles must be considered.
3. Locations of victims, rescue vehicles, and shelters need to be assessed
to determine the rescue task for each vehicle. It is therefore necessary
to minimise the total distance of rescue routes, as well as allocating the
rescue resources in a balanced manner.
Emergency rescue planning falls into the combinatorial optimisation problem (COP) category whose aim is to obtain one or more solutions which satisfy a
given set of constraints, whilst having the objective function reach the minimum
on the discrete and finite mathematical structure. Combinatorial optimisation
is widely used in many fields, such as information technology, network design,
resource scheduling, transportation and so on. This kind of problem is usually
a NP hard problem. With the expansion of the input scale of the problem,
the solution time increases geometrically. Therefore, the traditional operational
research methods cannot be used to solve large-scale emergency rescue planning
problems. The problem of emergency rescue can be abstracted as vehicle routing problem, which means that there are a certain number of customers with
different quantity of goods demand. The distribution centre provides goods to
customers, the vehicle team is responsible for distributing goods, and organising appropriate driving routes. The goal is to meet the needs of customers and
achieve the shortest distance and the least travel time under certain constraints.
To address the ERRP, Guo et al. [14] propose a new particle swarm optimisation algorithm (PSO) for the multi-objective vehicle routing problem and Yu
et al. [15] introduce an optimised genetic algorithm (GA) for vehicle scheduling
in emergency rescue of multiple disaster areas. In [16], the authors propose
another PSO for vehicle route planning, while Jin et al. [17] discuss a multiagent-based ant colony algorithm for vehicle route planning with time windows.
However, the performances of these algorithms still need to be improved, such
as slow convergence speed, precocity phenomenon, local optimum, etc. ERRP
can be described as a multiple travelling salesman problem (MTSP) [21], which
is a more general and complex type of the travelling salesman problem (TSP)
3

Table 1: The main acronyms used in this article

Main Terminology
High-Performance Emergent Rescue
Management e-System
Emergency rescue planning problem
Travelling salesman problem
Multiple travelling salesman problem
Obstacle constraints and task of equal
division-based K-means++
clustering algorithm
Glow-worm swarm optimisation
algorithm based on chaotic initialisation
Simulated annealing
Bat algorithm
Genetic algorithm
Ant colony optimisation

Acronym
PERMS
ERRP
TSP
MTSP
OT-K-means++
GSOCI
SA
BA
GA
ACO

[22]. To solve MTSP, Zhou et al. [23] proposed an improved partner-genetic
algorithm and in [24], an opposition-based self-adaptive differential evolution
scheme with decomposition is discussed. There has also been a keen interest
on developing novel heuristic approaches [25]. For example, Baranwal et al.
[26] discuss a heuristic algorithm based on maximum entropy principle (MEP)
and the deterministic annealing algorithm. Xue et al. [27] propose a double
evolutional artificial bee colony algorithm and in [28], a genetic ant colony optimisation algorithm is introduced.
However, the above approaches still have the following problems to be addressed:
1. Rescue vehicles are not uniformly allocated, and there are wide variations
among the rescue distances of vehicle, which affects the rescue efficiency.
2. The total rescue route distance of vehicle need to be shortened further to
reduce the cost and improve the whole rescue efficiency.
3. The impacts of environmental factors in disasters are usually ignored.
However, it is important to plan rescue routes according to specific scenarios to enhance the practicality of solutions.
To solve the above problems, we propose PERMS (high-Performance Emergent Rescue Management e-System), which is an efficient rescue route planning
scheme able to support large-scale emergency-management scenarios, and constructed the corresponding proof of concept prototype system. Table 1 describes
the main acronyms used in this article.
The main contributions of this work include:
1. An obstacle constraints and task of equal division-based K-means++ clustering algorithm (OT-K-means++) is proposed to solve ERRP. OT-K4

means++ can cluster victims to be rescued into more uniformly balanced
sets. Then, a glow-worm swarm optimisation algorithm based on chaotic
initialisation (GSOCI) is proposed, which uses Chebyshev mapping to initialise the glow-worms to improve the quality of initial distribution and
population diversity. Complete 2-opt (C2Opt) is utilised for local adjustment and optimisation to improve the convergence speed.
2. The PERMS route planning scheme, has been implemented within the
context of a proof-of-concept prototype emergency rescue system based
on a mobile cloud computing platform, facilitating the interaction between mobile terminals and cloud-based applications. More specifically,
mobile terminals provide their location and other information to the cloud,
and the cloud pushes to them up-to-date disaster information and then
provides the personalised rescue route for each individual mobile terminal.
3. OT-K-means++ and GSOCI are introduced within the PERMS rescue
system. The performance evaluation experiments show that OT-K-means
++ and GSOCI are more suitable for solving ERRP. Both the accuracy
and the convergence rate are improved, and the rescue cost are reduced.
The system can help the emergency processing departments to achieve
high rescue efficiency.
4. A prototype has been implemented and tested on a specific scenario. Its
performance is evaluated compared to the widely-used algorithms in this
context, which demonstrates its enhanced capabilities.
The rest of the article has been organised as follows. Section 3 presents
the current state-of-the-art research in this field. Section 4 introduces OTK-means++ and GSOCI in details. Section 5 describes the architecture and
the workflow of the PERMS prototype. Section 5.3 discusses the experimental
results and finally, Section 6 concludes the article.
3. Related Work
The availability of data continuously extracted from various sources has created new opportunities as well as challenges [18] [19] [20]. In particular, this
opened up new research areas related to disaster management, prediction and
resource allocation.
The PSO for multi-objective vehicle routing problem proposed in [15] utilises
the dynamic learning strategy, and adjusts the weights of cognitive components
and social components in iterative updating adaptively, in order to improve
the convergence speed. With the mutation factor, its global search ability is
enhanced. However, the algorithm cannot guarantee the task allocation balance of rescue vehicles and does not consider the impact of disasters. Yu et al.
[16] construct a multi-objective optimisation model of emergency transportation for vehicles with the optimised GA. Through the crossover and mutation
probabilities in the design phase, the high-quality solutions are preserved and
fast convergence can be achieved with less time and less cost. However, it is
5

only applicable to the problem of distribution and scheduling of emergency materials. The multi-agent-based ant colony optimisation algorithm for vehicle
routing problem with time windows [17] is based on a distributed structure,
and improves the state transition rules of ant colony algorithm with the domain
search. In this context, accuracy, speed and reliability are improved. However,
the algorithm does not take into account the disaster environmental factors,
which make its practicality questionable. The searching process of MTSP includes the optimisation of nodes and the optimisation of the traversal order in
each group. Clustering approaches can be used to convert MTSP into TSP,
such as K-means [30], K-means++ [31], K-medoids [32] and others. With a
higher number of TSP dimensions after transformation, the difficulty of solving the problem significantly increases. In order to solve this problem, different
methods based on the research results of physics, genetics and bionics have been
proposed in recent years, including simulated annealing (SA) [33], bat algorithm
(BA) [34], GA [35] [36] and ant colony optimisation (ACO) [37].
In [22], the authors transformed MTSP into TSP by adding virtual cities to the
city set. The cities visited by different travellers are mutually disjoint clustered
and the distance between virtual cities is set to infinity to prevent unreasonable
urban node access sequence. Zhou et al. [23] proposed an improved parthenogenetic algorithm, which meets the actual needs by adding the number of nodes
visited by travellers and improves genetic operators. The efficiency and stability of the selection and mutation operations are verified through comparative
experiments. Its convergence rate is better than GA. In [24] an oppositionbased self-adaptive differential evolution with decomposition is discussed. By
introducing adaptive differential evolutionary variables, this approach was integrated with multi-point evolutionary gradient search to enhance the local search
ability. However, the algorithm can not achieve a balanced distribution of travelling tasks. Gu et al. [25] proposed a new heuristic searching approach. In the
preprocessing stage, MTSP is transformed into TSP by constructing a directed
graph, and then a heuristic search algorithm is used to solve it in a typical scenario. However, the efficiency of the algorithm needs to be improved, and its
practicality needs further verification. In [26], the authors presented a heuristic
algorithm based on the maximum entropy principle and SA. Their experiments
show that the algorithm is more efficient than SA, while its time cost is larger
than SA, and does not take disaster environmental factors into account. Xue et
al. [27] proposed a double evolutional artificial bee colony algorithm (DEABC)
where a half-stochastic optimal search strategy has been used for improving
traditional exploitation-based search operators, with positive effects in search
efficiency and fitness guidance. Two different half-stochastic optimal search
operators have been used in exploitation-based search to make up the double
evolutional process, and exploration has been significantly improved for different optimisation goals. However, the convergence speed is affected by the
termination threshold, and it is difficult to set such value reasonably. In [28], a
genetic ant colony optimisation algorithm for MTSP has been introduced, where
the route selection of each traveller is decided by ACO. The routes of different
travellers are controlled by GA. The algorithm adopts the cyclic crossover and
6

two-point mutation strategy to improve its performance. However, this algorithm cannot achieve the balance of travelling task assignment.
4. Rescue Route Planning Scheme
Following discussions with the Jiangsu emergency management department
and the Jiangsu fire rescue Corps of China, the following issues related to current
emergency rescue systems were identified:
• When a disaster occurs, it is necessary to cluster according to the longitude
and latitude of the people to be rescued in the disaster area. Due to the
dispersion and randomness of the people to be rescued, the clustering
difficulty is greatly increased.
• During the process of clustering individuals, the impact of disaster environment factors should be considered to avoid dangerous areas, which
could potentially increase the total distance of the rescue vehicles, and
cannot guarantee the safety of the rescue vehicles.
• The emergency rescue planning problem needs to determine: which rescue
vehicles to use; the location of the rescue personnel compared to to the
location of the individuals to be rescued; the location and capacity of
the rescue vehicles; the location of the refuge places. In particular, the
planning of the route of the rescue vehicles and the selection of the refuge
places must be determined based on the location of the rescue team, as
well as the location and capacity of the rescue vehicles. The total distance
of the rescue vehicles must be minimised, each rescue vehicle should use
appropriate resources to ensure a balance distribution.
Based on the above observations, in this work the following assumptions will be
introduced:
Assumption 1. All vehicles have the same size, and, clearly, each victim can
be assigned to only one rescue vehicle, while a vehicle can take several victims.
More specifically, the size of each cluster corresponds to the carrying capacity
(max number of victims that can be transported) of the corresponding vehicle.
Assumption 2. The carrying capacity of each vehicle is limited. All rescue
vehicles can not be overloaded.
Assumption 3. Each rescue vehicle departs from a specific shelter as its start
point, but does not need to return to the same shelter after completing its rescue
tasks.
Assumption 4. The disaster will not significantly impact the traffic in proximity of the facilities to hinder the rescue operations.
Assumption 5. Victims are split in a balanced way so that vehicles capacity
can be achieved in an optimised timeframe.
7

Figure 1: An example of emergency rescue route planning in a disaster scenario, where victims
are transported to specific shelter areas, following the occurrence of a disaster.

Figure 1 depicts an example of rescue routes planned in a disaster scenario.
Once the event occurs, victims in the affected areas of the disaster will be quickly
rescued to the nearby shelters by the rescue vehicles.
4.1. Description of Main Mathematical Formulation
The general formulation of the MTSP algorithm is based on n cities and m
travel agents (m < n). Each travelling salesman must visit a certain number of
cities, and finally return to their respective starting point. Each city is required
to be visited only once by one travelling salesman, so that the route cost (including path length and time cost) of multiple travel agents to visit is the lowest.
For example, if m = 4, n = 16, and the set of nodes to be visited is V = {vi :
i = 1, . . . , n}, a possible solution is shown in Figure 2. More specifically, it can
be seen from Figure 2(a) that a traveling salesman traverses only 3 nodes, and
another travelling salesman traverses 7 nodes. This method does not consider
the balance of node allocation. The task load of one travel agent is much larger
than that of another travel agent, which leads to the difference of travelling
salesman’s access results and affects the overall access efficiency. Figure 2(b)
shows that the overall access efficiency is guaranteed through the balanced and
reasonable allocation of tasks of each travelling salesman.
The MTSP algorithm with task allocation is defined as a network G = {V, A, D},
where
• The nodes to be visited are contained in the set V = {vi : i = 1, . . . , n}
• The sets A = {(i, j) : i 6= j = 1, . . . , n} and
• D = {dij : (i, j) ∈ A} for dij distance between nodes vi and vj represent
the line set between nodes and the cost matrix, respectively.
8

Figure 2: MTSP route planning with or without task allocation

If the TSP is tk , k = 1, . . . , m, then the divided set is s = (c1 , . . . , cm ), and
the goall ofmtask sharing can be achieved by setting the set capacity of each set
n
cj as b
, in which n represents the number of vi , m represents the number
m
of cj . The objective function is
min C =

m X
n X
n
X
k=0 i=0 j=0

subject to the following constraints
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αijk × dij

(1)

m
X

βki = 1 k = 1, . . . m

(2)

βki < b

k = 1, . . . m

(3)

αijk = βki

i = 1, . . . n, ∀k

(4)

αijk = βkj

j = 1, . . . n, ∀k

(5)

k=1
n
X
k=1
n
X
j=1
n
X
i=1

In this model, (1) is the objective function, which means that the total route
length is the minimum after each travel agent traverses all nodes; (2) represents
that each node needs to be traversed and can only be traversed once; (3) represents that the number of traversal nodes of each travel agent cannot exceed the
limit of set capacity; (4) indicates that the destination city has only one start
city connected with it; (5) indicates that the start city has only one destination
city connected with it.
4.2. The OT-K-means++ Algorithm
In this work, a novel obstacle constraints and task of equal division-based Kmeans++ clustering algorithm (OT-K-means++) clusters victims in a specific
disaster area. Due to the clustering capacity constraints, the number of victims
in each clustered set is balanced.
Definition 1 (Obstacle-restrained distance). In order to identify hazardous areas and increasing the total route length of the rescue vehicles, the effects caused
by disaster on rescue tasks is defined as the obstacle constraints. The Euclidean
distance between victims is subsequently defined as the obstacle-restrained distance.
Suppose that a dangerous area affected by the disaster is a circle. As shown
in Figure 3, vs and vt represent the locations of two victims respectively, O indicates the location of a disaster point, and ρr indicates the radius of a dangerous
area. If the line between two victims intersects with the dangerous area, their
distance will be set to infinity. In other words, the obstacle-restrained distance
between vs and vt is
(
+∞
if they intersect,
dst =
(6)
ρ(vs , vt ) otherwise
where ρ(vs , vt ) is the Euclidean distance between vs = (xs , ys ) and vt = (xt , yt ).
More explicitly,
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Figure 3: As discussed in Section 4.2, this figure depicts an example where O indicates the
location of a disaster point, and ρr indicates the radius of a dangerous area.

s
ρ(vs , vt ) = 2Re arcsin

2

sin

 !
b
+ cos (ys ) cos (yt ) sin
,
2
2

a

2

(7)

where a = |ys − yt | and b = |xs − xt | are the differences between the latitudes
and longitudes of vs and vt , respectively and Re = 6378.137 represents the
spherical radius of the Earth. The scale of each cluster is set according to the
carrying capacity of rescue vehicle, which is used to set and balance the rescue
task allocations. Suppose that the set of victims is V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vi , . . . , vn },
and the initial cluster is s = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cj , . . . , cm ).
Let the centre of the initial cluster cj be v̄j , and the number of nodes in cj
be bj . The workflow of OT-K-means++ can be described by Algorithm 1.
4.3. The GSOCI Algorithm
After all victims are clustered into multiple sets via the OT-K-means++ algorithm, the GSOCI algorithm is used to plan the corresponding routes. GSOCI
utilises the Chebyshev mapping to improve the distribution quality of the solution, and the C2Opt operator for local adjustment and optimisation to enhance
the convergence speed. The glow-worm swarm optimisation (GSO) scheme proposed by K.N. Krishnanand et al. [38]–[41] can achieve the optimisation goal via
mutual attractions between glow-worms. Different glow-worms have different
concentrations of fluorescein. Glow-worms with lower fluorescein are attracted
to glow-worms with higher fluorescein and gradually move towards them. Glowworm fluorescein is divided into absolute fluorescence and relative fluorescence.
The absolute fluorescence represents the glow-worm fluorescein concentration
at r = 0, and its value is directly determined by the objective function and
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Algorithm 1 The OT-K-means++ algorithm
1: Initialise the cluster, and let the carrying capacity of a vehicle be the size
of the cluster, i.e. b = dn/me
2: Let v̄j be the cluster centre
3: Randomly select a point from the set of victims as the initial cluster centre
v̄1
4: for vi , i = 1, ldots, m do
5:
Calculate the distance dij from its nearest cluster centre v̄j
6:
Calculate the sum of all distances sum(dij ).
7:
Select a random number, and calculate the next cluster centre v̄j+1 .
Take a random value Ran within sum(dij )
8:
while Ran ≤ 0 do
9:
Execute Ran − dij
10:
end while
11: end for
12: Calculate the obstacle-restrained distances from each node vi to the cluster
centre v̄j and sort these distances in ascending order.
13: Select vi within the minimum distance to v̄j .
14: Let bj = bj + 1
15: if bj < b (bj is the current number of nodes in the cluster cj ) then
16:
The node vi will be added to the cluster cj
17: else
18:
Reorder and assign nodes until all the nodes have been allocated.
19: end if
20: Update the coordinates of the cluster centre v̄j according to the following
equation:

1 X


x̄ =
xi

 j |b|
vi ∈cj
(8)
1 X


y
,
ȳ
=
j
i


|b|
vi ∈cj

where the number of nodes in cj is |b|.
if there is no change in the coordinates of the cluster centre then
The result is convergent, and go to Step 26.
else
Go to Step 12.
25: end if
26: The clustering is completed, and s = (c1 , . . . , cm ) is the final output.

21:
22:
23:
24:
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recorded as I0 . Relative fluorescence refers to the fluorescein concentration of
glow-worm xp at the place of glow-worm xq , denoted as
Ixp xq = I0 e

2
βrx
p xq

(9)

where β represents the light absorption coefficient, used to simulate the gradually weakened concentration of fluorescein along with the increase of distance
and the absorption of the media, and rxp xq is the distance between xp and xq .
4.3.1. Chaos Initialisation
The Chebyshev Chaos mapping with uniform distribution function [42]–[44]
is used here to generate initial glow-worm colonies with the wide distribution
and strong search capability. The mapping equation is
xn+1 = cos (k arccos xn )

(10)

If k ≥ 2, no matter how close the initial values chosen are, the iterative sequences
are irrelevant. The chaotic initialisation strategy for initialising a glow-worm
swarm works as described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The glow-worm swarm algorithm
1: In a D−dimensional space, there are Let xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, be k glow-worms
in a D−dimensional space
2: Let X = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αi , . . . , αd ), be a D−dimensional vector where αi ∈
[−1, 1] is taken as the first glow-worm.
3: Via Equation 10 , k − 1 iterations are performed on each dimension of the
vector x to generate the remaining glow-worms.
4: Equation 9 maps the chaotic variables xi to the search solution space in
turn.
5: for the generated glow-worms xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k do
6:
Calculate the objective function values according to the Equation 11
7:
Sort the results, and select k optimal particles as the initial population.
8: end for

4.3.2. The C2Opt Algorithm
In order to solve TSP, a certain number of cities in the path are usually
randomly selected to obtain the local optimisation with the operator 2-Opt.
The C2Opt (Complete 2-Opt) [45],[46] strategy is used to optimise all cities in
the path, as shown in Figure 4.
Suppose that there is a group of the victims V = {vi }bi=1 , and d(vi , vj )
represents the distance between victim vi and vj . The operation procedure of
C2Opt is described in Algorithm 3
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Figure 4: Obstacle constraints distance diagram

Algorithm 3 The C2Opt Main Algorithm
1: Choose a path v = (v1 , . . . , vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj , vj+1 , . . . , vb ), and set i = j = 1
initially
2: while there is a cross in the selected path do
3:
Select an edge (vi , vi+1 ) as the first link, where i < b.
4:
while i 6= b do
5:
Select another edge (vj , vj+1 ) as the second link, where j < b.
6:
if |j − (i + 1)| ≥ 2 and d(vi , vj ) + d(vi+1 , vj+1 ) < d(vi , vi+1 ) +
d(vj , vj+1 ) then
7:
Delete (vi , vi+1 ) and (vj , vj+1 ) with 2-Opt.
8:
Build (vi , vj ) and (vi+1 , vj+1 ), and point to vi+1 and vj with the
opposite arrow respectively
9:
end if
10:
end while
11:
Use vj as the start node of the second link, set j = j + 1
12:
Use vi as the start node of the first link, set i = i + 1
13: end while

4.3.3. Path Coding
In GSO, each glow-worm represents a set of solutions. As described above,
victims are defined as the set V = {vi }bi=1 , and each glow-worm represents an
arrangement of b nodes. Therefore, for the glow-worm xi , we have P ath(xi ) =
{pxi ,1 , pxi ,2 , . . . , pxi ,l , . . . , pxi ,b }, where pxi ,l represents the solution of xi through
the city l.
4.3.4. Absolute Fluorescence Brightness
Consider xi so that the objective function of GSO can be set to the total
length of the route that the glow-worm has travelled
f (xi ) =

b−1
X

ρ(px1 , , px1 ,+1 ) + ρ(pxi ,b , px1 ,1 )

(11)

=1

which means the shorter the total length of the route, the smaller the value of
the objective function. The absolute fluorescence brightness is determined by
14

the objective function directly, representing the advantage and disadvantage of
the solution, defined as
1
1
(12)
=
2.
f 2 (xi )
(ρ(px1 , , px1 ,+1 ))
Therefore, the shorter the route length, the greater the absolute fluorescence
brightness value of the corresponding glow-worms.
Ixi =

4.3.5. Distance Between Glow-worms
The relative fluorescence brightness is related to the absolute fluorescence
brightness Ixi , the light absorption coefficient β, and the distance rxp ,xq between
xp and xq . Each glow-worm represents a set of random sequences that go
through b cities in TSP. Assuming the solution of xp is
P ath(xp ) = {pxp ,1 , pxp ,2 , . . . , pxp ,b },
the solution of xq is P ath(xq ) = {pxq ,1 , pxq ,2 , . . . , pxq ,b } , the distance rxp ,xq
between xp and xq is defined as
rxp ,xq = ρ(pxp ,1 , pxq ,1 ) + · · · + ρ(pxp ,b , pxq ,b )

(13)

4.3.6. Location Update
x
Within its perceived range rs p , xp chooses other glow-worms whose brightness is higher than its own to compose its neighbourhood set Exp (t) at the t-th
iteration. Then, xp moves to xq according to a roulette wheel selection scheme
with the transition probability Pxp ,xq (t), which is defined as
Pxp ,xq (t) = P

Ixq (t) − Ixp (t)
,
∈Exp (t) I (t) − Ixp (t)

(14)

where t represents the number of iterations and Ixq (t) and Ixp (t) represent the
brightness of xp and xq after t iterations, respectively. The glow-worm moves to
another glow-worm’s position directly when the moving condition is satisfied.
Take xp and xq for example, the solution of xq is directly assigned to xp , which
can be expressed as
xq (t + 1) = xp (t).
(15)
x

After the location update, the glow-worm’s dynamic decision range rd p (t) should
be updated as

 x
x
rd p (t + 1) = min rsxp , max 0, rd p (t) + λ(nt − |Exp (t)|)
x
rs p

,

(16)

where
is the perceptual radius of glow-worm xp , λ is the dynamic decision
range update rate, nt is the threshold of the glow-worms number contained in
the perceptual range, and Exp (t) is the neighbourhood set of xp at t.
The GSOCI steps used for effectively solving TSP are described in Algorithm
4.
The whole phased heuristic rescue route planning scheme is shown in Figure
5.
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Algorithm 4 The GSOCI Algorithm to Solve TSP
1: Initialise the key parameters of the algorithm where xi for i = 1, 2, . . . , k are
glow-worms, b is the number of victims, rdxi is the perceived range, β is the
light absorption coefficient, and tmax is the maximum number of iterations.
2: Generate the initial population of k glow-worms with the Chebyshev Chaos
mapping
3: Calculate the objective function value f (xi ) according to Equation 11, and
calculate the absolute fluorescence brightness of xi according to Equation
12.
4: Based on Equation 13, calculate the distance rxp ,xq between xp , for p =
1, 2, . . . , k and xq for q = 1, 2, . . . , k.
5: Calculate the relative fluorescence brightness Ixp xq according to Equation
9.
6: Calculate the selection probability Pxp ,xq (t) of each glow-worm moving into
the neighbourhood set according to Equation 14, where Exp (t) denotes the
neighbourhood set of glow-worm xp at time t.
7: Select the position by using a roulette wheel selection strategy, update the
position of glow-worms according to Equation 15, update glow-worm’s dyx
namic decision range rd p (t) according to Equation 16 and recalculate the
relative fluorescence brightness of each glow-worm.
8: Calculate the length of the path
9: if the ending condition (reaching the maximum number of iterations) is
satisfied then
10:
Output the global optimal path length fbest and the global optimal path
traversal sequence P athbest , and then end the algorithm.
11: else
12:
Use C2Opt to localise and optimise the new path, then go back to Step
3.
13: end if
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Figure 5: Workflow of the phased heuristic rescue route planning scheme.

5. Proof of Concept Prototype System
Cloud-based architectures can be considered as an effective and flexible option in emergency management [47]. Accordingly, the architecture of the proposed prototype has been structured based on the Mobile cloud computing
(MCC) [48], [49] paradigm. MCC is an integrated solution combining cloud
computing, mobile computing and wireless networking. Based on MCC, a proof
of concept prototype of the emergency rescue route planning system PERMS
was implemented for analysing the performance of rescue vehicles in disasters
and Figure 6 depicts its architecture. More specifically, the aim of this prototype is demonstrating how PERMS can be efficiently utilised in a disaster
management scenario.
From the architectural point of view, PERMS includes four subsystems,
namely: data acquisition, network transmission, cloud service processing, and
user access. The data acquisition subsystem is mainly composed of mobile
terminal equipments and is in charge for collecting the vehicles’ location information through traditional position tracking technologies (e.g. GPS, eventually
combined with other location tracking facilities).
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Figure 6: The system architecture of PERMS, as described in Section 5.

The network transmission subsystem is responsible for transmitting the location information through wireless communications facilities to the cloud service
subsystem, providing network support and data delivery assurance. Many radio
frequency-based solutions may be combined for this purpose, ranging from traditional or new-generation cellular coverage networks (e.g. from GPRS to 5G),
as well as satellite communication or metropolitan wireless LAN coverages, to
more IoT-specific wide area coverage solutions such as LoRa or SigFox. The
cloud service subsystem is the core of PERMS. It receives information from the
data acquisition subsystem and provides services such as storage, processing,
search/exploration on disaster and rescue management-related data. For the
specific purposes of this work, the main tasks of the cloud service subsystem
are managing the information of victims, vehicles and shelters within the disaster scenario and then utilising the computational power available in the cloud
to analyse and process the data provided by both users and rescue vehicles according to OT-K-means++ and GSOCI-based scheme presented in the previous
sections, in order to provide the route planning results to rescue vehicles.
The user access subsystem includes the interactive interface for users to obtain rescue services from the cloud service subsystem, and the user interface
for the emergency command centre. The user access subsystem can visualise
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the route planning results and other services so that users can obtain the required information conveniently. This may be implemented through a proper
app running on users’ smartphones.
5.1. Implementation Details
The design and implementation of the prototype system is based on MySQL
and Apache technologies. As demonstrated in this work, the implementation
of this proposed algorithm can improve the accuracy and convergence speed of
the solution, shorten the rescue route and rescue time, make the reasonable and
balanced allocation of rescue tasks, and improve the rescue efficiency.
In more details, the implementation is based on two functional components: first
the mobile terminal submits specific location data to the cloud server to obtain
and display the planning results of the cloud server. Secondly, the cloud server
stores relevant data and provides planning guidance for all mobile terminals.
Finally, the proposed OT-K-means++ and GSOCI are applied to the emergency
rescue module of the system. The main components include:
• A disaster information table, which stores the general information on a disaster and the scope of the disaster. It includes 5 attributes: disaster id,
boom latitude, boom longitude, boom length, and boom time.
• A shelter information table stores the shelter information of Nanjing City
to retrieve and obtain the shelter data and realise the point-to-point
emergency evacuation planning. It includes 8 attributes: shelter id,
shelter title, shelter address, shelter latitude, shelter longitude,
shelter area, shelter capacity, realtime capacity.
• A table of victim to be rescued stores information of victims and clustering parameters to retrieve details of victims and obtain the operation parameters of clustering algorithm. This includes 8 attributes: victim id,
apply time, victim latitude, victim longitude, vehicle id, risk factor,
cluster id, silhouette coefficient.
• An emergency rescue vehicle table contains details of emergency rescue
vehicles and emergency rescue planning data, which includes 5 attributes:
user id, apply time, shelter id, evacuate distance, evacuate time.
Each refuge is equipped with a certain number of emergency rescue vehicles, the emergency rescue vehicles start from the starting refuge and arrive
at multiple points to be rescued in order. After completing the rescue task,
they need to return to any suitable refuge. Therefore, start shelterid
and end Shelterid represents the ID of the starting point and the ending
point of the emergency rescue vehicle respectively.
Tables 2 and 3 depict the main components of the implementation of the
OT-K-means++ and GSOCI algorithms, respectively.
More specifically, the proof-of-concept prototype of the PERMS system has
been implemented by using Java. The cloud server module of the PERMS
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Table 2: Main components of the implementation of the OT-K-means++ algorithm

OT-K-means++
clusterNum: int
iteration: int
MAX GEN: int
dataSetLength: int
dataSet: List<double[] >
center: List<double[] >
cluster: List<List<double[] >>
jc: List<Double>
jOTKmeans (:int,:int)
jsetDataSet (:dataset):void
jinitCenters ():void
jinitClusters ():void
jclusterSet (:int):void
jcountRule ():void
jsetNewCenter ():void
jgetCluster (:cluster):void

Table 3: Main components of the implementation of the GSOCI algorithm

GSOCI
fireflyNum: int
cityNum: int
MAX GEN: int
pheromone: float[][]
distance: double[][]
bestLength: int
bestRoute: int[]
gama: float
li: float
fireflys: Firefly[]
result: List<Integer>
GSOCI (:int,:int,:int,:float,:float)
initData (:List<double[]>):void
initFireflys (:distance,:li):void
initPheromone (:float[][]):void
initDistance(:double[][]):void
solve ():void
updatePheromone (:float[][]):void
Opt ():void
getResult (:result):void
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prototype is based on the Apache Tomcat application server and on the MySQL
database. Such module carries out rescue planning-related operations through
the RescueServlet class (involving OT-K-means++ and GSOCI), and interacts
with the mobile terminals by using the HTTP protocol for the exchange of
disaster data and emergency rescue planning results.
The class diagram of the cloud server module is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The class diagram of the cloud server module depicting the corresponding hierarchical structure as described in Section 5.1

Mobile terminals are implemented on the Android platform and leverage
the Baidu map APIs for all the localisation-related tasks. Mobile terminals
implement basic data acquisition and transmission mechanisms as well as user
access functions within the prototype. They exchange data with the cloud
server module through GetResMessage, send rescue planning requests through
sendResMess() and obtain rescue planning results through getResMess(). The
rescue route planning function is realised by the RescueActivity class providing
the best route for rescue vehicles. The class diagram of the mobile terminal
module is shown in Figure 8.
5.2. Experimental Scenario
In our experiments, we will consider the hypothetical event of an explosion
of a chemical plant in Nanjing, China, as a typical disaster scenario, as shown
in Figure 9, during which toxic chemicals leaked and spread quickly.
We assume that the PERMS system has collected time, location, affected
areas and other information of the disaster and pushed them to mobile terminals
held by rescue operators, as shown in Figure 10(a). Starting from such data, and
considering information gathered from Baidu map, PERMS provides specific
rescue route guidance based on real-time traffic conditions for vehicles, and
recommends the best rescue route, as shown in Figure 10(b) and (c).
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Figure 8: The class diagram of the mobile terminal module.

Figure 9: As described in Section 5.2, this figure depicts the impact of the explosion of a
chemical plant, which occurred in Nanjing, China.

With OT-K-means++ and GSOCI, PERMS provides a global real-time rescue route planning display for emergency command centre, as shown in Figure
11(a). The Administrators can log into the system and query the status of all
rescue vehicles and the information of all victims, as shown in Figure 11(b) and
(c).
The (synthetic) data used in this scenario has been extracted through the
Baidu map system API [50] and the location data of the victims were generated
randomly in the disaster-affected area.
The specific coordinates of the sample disaster used for experiments are
(118.774388◦ E, 32.07471◦ N). The radius of the affected area of the disaster
is 1.6 km, which affects 8.042 square kilometres. There are 8 shelters within
the radius of 1.8 km totally, each shelter is equipped with a certain number of
vehicles of the same type, as shown in Table 4.
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Figure 10: Based on the scenario described in Section 5.2, this figure shows the UI implemented
on mobile terminals: (a) Rescue Route Planning; (b) Best rescue route recommendation; (c)
Rescue navigation.

Figure 11: Monitoring interfaces of global rescue situations for emergency command centre:
(a) Rescue Schematic Diagram rescue planning map; (b) Rescue vehicle information; (c)Victim
information.

Let us assume that the total number of victims, whose locations have been
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Table 4: Shelters Details
ID

Title

Latitude and longitude

Area (m2 )

Capacity (people)

1657560983
1657561005
1657561011
1657561059
1657561060
1657561062
1657561066
1657561075

Nanjing National Defense Park
Xuanwumen Residential District
Xinjiekou Residential District
Yueguang Plaza
Tianjiabing Senior High School
Railway North Street Square
Xiaotao Garden
Huayangang Square

118.761159 – 32.057838
118.793484 – 32.071386
118.795624 – 32.059467
118.75146 – 32.065886
118.783814 – 32.090255
118.765426 – 32.09196
118.753183 – 32.092113
118.755086 – 32.080763

13200
5000
8000
10000
15000
10000
20000
2000

8800
3333
5333
6666
10000
6666
13333
1333

randomly generated in the disaster-affected area, varies as 40, 80, 120, 160 and
200, respectively, in different rounds of experiments.
5.3. Experiments
In this section, the experiments carried out on both clustering and route
planning are presented in detail. The performance criteria used to evaluate
clustering include time cost of algorithm, number of iterations, and silhouette
coefficient. The clustering effectiveness is usually evaluated by considering the
distances within the cluster and the distances between the clusters. The silhouette coefficient combines the degree of aggregation and resolution, suitable for
evaluating the clustering results, where a negative silhouette coefficient means
poor clustering results. If the silhouette coefficient is close to 1, the clustering
process has performed well. Assuming that sample i belongs to cluster x, the
sample’s silhouette coefficient can be calculated as follows
S(i) =

b(i) − a(i)
,
max {a(i), b(i)}

(17)

where a(i) is the average distance from sample i in cluster x to the other
samples, and b(i) is the minimum average distance from sample i to all samples
not in cluster x. The average of the silhouette coefficients of all points is the
silhouette coefficient of the clustering.
The performance criteria used for evaluating the route planning include route
length, rescue time, relative error, equilibrium of the solution, and time cost of
the algorithm. Among them, relative error is introduced to evaluate the stability
of the solution. The better stability of the algorithm, the smaller the relative
error. The relative error is calculated as
Err =

Avg − Opt
× 100%,
Opt

(18)

where Avg represents the average value of MTSP solution, and Opt represents the best value of MTSP solution.
The equilibrium degree is introduced to evaluate the balance of the solution.
The comparison of mean square difference can reflect the degree of dispersion of
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the involved data. Smaller mean square difference means better performance of
the algorithm. The calculation method of equilibrium degree is the following:
v
u n
u1 X
σ=t
(xi − µ)2 ,
(19)
n i=1
where n is the number of TSPs in MTSP, xi represents the route length of the
i−th TSP in MTSP for i ∈ [1, n], and µ is the average value of n TSP solutions.
5.4. Experimental Results and Performance analysis
In this work, the evaluation is carried out based on a specific scenario. In
particular, our proposed method is compared with the performance of other
well-known algorithm.
According to the phased heuristic rescue planning scheme proposed in this paper, all the rescue points should be grouped during in the clustering stage. In
order to verify the effectiveness of OT-K-means++, its performance is compared with K-means ++ and K-means, respectively. The number of emergency
rescue vehicles is adjusted according to the corresponding proportion to ensure
that the total capacity of vehicles is the same as the number of rescue points.
Experiments 1 to 3 demonstrate that OT-K-means++ obtains an enhanced
performance compared to the above algorithms. After the clustering phase,
the rescue route planning phase is initiated. Subsequently, GSOCI is compared
with the ant colony optimisation (ACO) and genetic algorithm (GA) to solve
the rescue route planning problem in this scenario. Experiments 4 to 7 show
the better performance of GSOCI in this task.
According to the phased heuristic rescue route planning scheme proposed
in this work, all the victims should be clustered first during the clustering
phase. As a consequence, we compared OT-K-means++ with K-means++ and
K-means in the same scenario. The number of vehicles is calculated according
to the corresponding victims by ensuring that the total carrying capacity of
vehicles is enough for all victims.
5.4.1. Experiment 1: Time cost of clustering.
Figure 12 depicts the comparison of the time cost of clustering in different
scale of victims. It can be seen that OT-K-means++ has exhibits a decreased
cost compared to K-means and K-means ++. In particular, K-means++ shows
the worst performance. Although OT-K-means++ is based on K-means++,
it utilises the obstacle constraints and the conditions of task equal division to
realise the spherical clusters and low time cost of clustering.
5.4.2. Experiment 2: Number of iterations.
Figure 13 shows the number of iterations in different scale of victims. It can
be seen that the number of iterations with OT-K-means++ is fewer than the
ones needed with K-means or K-means++. This happens since OT-K-means++
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Figure 12: Time cost of different algorithms.

is based on the obstacle constraint distance as the clustering standard and it is
less complex than K-means++.

Figure 13: Iteration numbers of different algorithms.

5.4.3. Experiment 3: Silhouette coefficient.
As Figure 14 demonstrates, OT-K-means++ has the highest silhouette coefficient, which means the best solution quality. K-means++ has a better robustness to the noise of data, resulting in a larger silhouette coefficient than
K-means. OT-K-means++ clustering centre initialisation strategy makes the
distances between clustering centres as far as possible, keeping the diversity of
clustering centres and maximising the silhouette coefficient.
Then, we need to verify the rescue route planning abilities of GSOCI, Ant
Colony Optimisation (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA).
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Figure 14: Silhouette Coefficient of different algorithms.

5.4.4. Experiment 4: Rescue route length.
Figure 15 shows the lengths of rescue routes planned with GSOCI, ACO and
GA in different scales of victims. It clearly shows that the rescue route planned
with GA is longer than the rescue route planned with ACO or GSOCI. GA
has more parameters, and the determination of parameters seriously affects the
quality of solution. The premature convergence of GA makes it easy to output a
local optimal solution as the global optimal solution. It is always a challenge for
GA to keep good individuals and preserve the diversity of the population. ACO
uses a positive feedback mechanism and has good convergence performance, and
its quality of the solution is better than GA. GSOCI uses the chaos initialisation
strategy to improve the quality of the initial solution, and uses C2Opt for local
optimisation to improve the solution quality.

Figure 15: Rescue Route Length of different algorithms.
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5.4.5. Experiment 5: Rescue time.
As shown in Figure 16, the rescue time with GSOCI is shorter than with
ACO or GA.

Figure 16: Rescue Time of different algorithms.

5.4.6. Experiment 6: Relative error.
The relative error shows the stability of algorithm. As shown in Figure 17,
we can see that GSOCI is more stable than ACO or GA, while GA shows the
worst stability. GSOCI has good robustness, and it does not depend entirely
on the choice of the initial solution. C2Opt is used to adjust and optimise
continuously, which makes GSOCI more stable. GA depends on the initial
population selection, and its implementation is more complicated.

Figure 17: Relative Error of different algorithms.

5.4.7. Experiment 7: Equilibrium of solution.
The equilibrium of the algorithm is analysed based on the mean square variance, which is the route length deviation. As Figure 18 shows, GSOCI has the
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best balance in all solutions, while GA shows the worst balance. GSOCI has better robustness and uses chaos initialisation strategy to improve the distribution
quality and population diversity of the initial solution. Its quality of solution is
better and the solution is more balanced in the searching process, which guarantees the reasonable distribution of rescue tasks and balanced distribution of the
rescue route length relatively. The implementation of GA is more complicated,
it is likely to exhibit the phenomenon of ‘premature’ solution. Therefore, the
equilibrium of GA is poor.

Figure 18: Route Length Standard Deviation of TSP.

5.4.8. Experiment 8: Time cost of route planning.
Figure 19 shows the comparison of time cost in route planning. We analyse
the time cost based on the operation time required for convergence. It can be
seen that GSOCI has the least time cost and ACO has the most time cost.
ACO needs longer search time and is prone to stagnation. To a certain degree,
ACO cannot search within the solution space further. Therefore, its time cost
is relatively high.
5.5. Summary of Results
In this article, the emergency rescue planning problem is modelled as multi
traveling salesman MTSP, and the corresponding new phased heuristic rescue
route planning scheme is proposed. Firstly, OT-K-means++, which decomposes
MTSP into multiple TSPs, is proposed to cluster multiple people to be rescued
in disaster scenes, so that the difference of nodes in the cluster is smaller and
the number of nodes is more uniform.
Subsequently, GSOCI is proposed to solve each TSP, where by introducing the
Chebyshev mapping method, the firefly individuals are initialised to improve the
distribution quality of the initial solution and the diversity of the population.
C2opt operator is introduced for local adjustment and optimisation to enhance
the convergence speed. The module can effectively improve the accuracy and
convergence speed of solving the emergency rescue planning problem, shorten
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Figure 19: Time Cost of route planning.

the length and time of the rescue route, make the reasonable and balanced allocation of emergency rescue tasks, and achieve efficient rescue. With 120 victims,
compared with K-means and K-means++, OT-K-means++ reduces the time
cost of clustering by 20.89% and 26.47% respectively, and reduces the number
of iterations by 23.80% and 33.34% respectively. Compared with ACO and GA,
GSOCI reduces the length of rescue route by 6.25% and 16.36% respectively,
reduces the time of rescue by 6.32% and 11.88% respectively. With 200 victims,
compared with K-means and K-means++, OT-K-means++ reduces the time
cost of clustering by 9.52% and 17.39% respectively, and reduces the number of
iterations by 11.11% and 15.78% respectively. Compared with ACO and GA,
GSOCI reduces the length of rescue route by 9.81% and 16.36% respectively,
reduces the time of rescue by 4.35% and 15.38% respectively, and reduces the
time cost of route planning by 51.11% and 42.12% respectively.
6. Conclusions
When a major disaster occurs, it is crucial to rapidly organise rescue vehicles to implement rescue operations. Effective rescue can help victims to escape
from dangerous areas to ensure their safety. However, most current schemes of
rescue route planning do not take into account the impact of disasters and environmental factors and achieve the goal of balanced allocation of rescue vehicles.
In this work, the emergency rescue system PERMS is introduced and discussed,
which is based on a mobile cloud computing platform with the integration of
the OT-K-means++ and GSOCI algorithms to achieve high rescue efficiency.
More specifically, OT-K-means++ solves the ERRP problem , which can
cluster victims to be rescued into more balanced sets. This is subsequently integrated with the GSOCI algorithm, which is based on the Chebyshev mapping
to initialise the glow-worms to improve the quality of initial distribution and
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population diversity. Finally, the C2Opt algorithm is utilised for local adjustment and optimisation to improve the convergence speed. Based on a prototype
described in Section 5, PERMS is implemented and evaluated.
As demonstrated in Section 5.3, our approach performs better in a specific scenario, compared to other well-known algorithms. As discussed above, when
compared with K-means and K-means++, OT-K-means++ reduces the time
cost of clustering by 9.52% and 17.39% respectively. Furthermore it decreases
the number of iterations by 11.11% and 15.78% respectively.
Finally, Compared with ACO or GA, GSOCI reduces the length of rescue route
by 9.81% and 16.36% respectively, and reduces the time of rescue by 4.35% and
15.38% respectively
However, the phased heuristic rescue planning scheme proposed in this article cannot be applied to the rescue planning problem in dynamic scenarios.
Therefore, the algorithm can be further improved to be closer to the actual rescue planning scenario. In addition, due to the complexity of emergency rescue
planning and the randomness of the people to be rescued, in the first stage,
the proposed OT-K-means++ is used for clustering, and in the second stage,
the proposed GSOCI is used for rescue route planning. Therefore, the clustering effect directly affects the results of rescue route planning. The algorithm
can be further improved and verified by various experiments to improve its
performance. Future research will focus on a full implementation of the different components discussed in this article, as well as an enhanced dynamic rescue
route planning with a full integration with real-time disaster-related information
gathering and analysis. In fact, the algorithm proposed in this work exhibits
good performance in static scenes, while its performance in dynamic scenario
needs to be improved to forecast and update the real-time situation of disaster.
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